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Abstract

National library statistics are helpful for comparing the own library with other libraries in your own or in other countries, to give an overview about the libraries of the country and to show their development. But in comparing 22 public and academic libraries of five countries difficulties arose in finding key performance indicators in national library statistics to use. Out of this, the idea to conduct a workshop with librarians from different countries was born. In the workshop, we asked the participants for their ideas about what is good and what is missing in national library statistics; what kind of data is relevant for librarians; why not every library is participating in collecting statistics and what might be done about it. Results of this workshop will be presented and discussed in this paper.

1. Introduction

National library statistics are helpful for comparing the own library with other libraries in your own or in other countries, to give an overview about the libraries of the country and to show their development. But in comparing 22 public and academic libraries of five countries difficulties arose in finding key performance indicators in national library statistics to use. This research followed another research project about national library statistics that led to the following critical aspects:
- Good quality control of the data libraries provide is not always found.
- Mergers of libraries are not identified, and the data of previous years is not consolidated, so manual work is needed to use the data.
- The actual / last year of the statistic differs from country to country, as the data is published very late in some countries.
- The definitions – especially of e-resources-data – are unclear and with this this indicators not comparable.

To go deeper into this topic and to find out, what practitioners think, the authors conducted a workshop “The Usage of National Library Statistics – What Can Be Done Better?” at the IFLA WLIC Satellite Meeting of the Statistics and Evaluation Section "More Than Numbers: Implementing New Assessment Methods for Libraries" as well as a round table at the IFLA WLIC World Library and Information Congress – International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions 2019 in the Session “Assessment and Data Visualisation for Librarians – Statistics and Evaluation”.

2. Results of a workshop and a round table with librarians from different countries

During the workshop at the IFLA WLIC Satellite Meeting of the Statistics and Evaluation Section the participants were divided – after a brief introduction into the topic – into two groups which discussed the following questions.

1. What is good about national statistics? And what is missing in national statistics?
2. What kind of data would you like to find in your national statistics, and why?
3. Why are not all libraries of the country participating, and what can be done about it?

These are some results of their discussions.

**What is good about national statistics?**
The general view is that these national statistics exist and that there is a lot of data is beneficial. The data can be used for analyzing the own library in comparison to other libraries, to execute a benchmarking-study.
Especially when this data is collected in a uniform way, comparable data can show performance compared with other libraries. It is then possible to demonstrate the value of the own library, but also the value of libraries overall.
It is also possible to get an overview of libraries’ activities in a country.

**And what is missing in national statistics?**
There is no high quality of data and clear definitions are missing. But if definitions are not equal and leave room for individual interpretation, then the comparison of data is impossible, and the interpretation of results is often missing.

Furthermore there is often a delay in getting current statistics, and some concepts are too general.
**What kind of data would you like to find in your national statistics, and why?**

The statistics have to go beyond numbers. There should be qualitative data and traditional statistics side by side, including more qualitative analysis. Narrative statistics, storytelling with numbers / quantitative information, are wanted as well as ROI (return on investment) data.

Also there is a huge wish for impact data and more indicators that are related to library services, in addition to “classical” indicators (e. g. loans).

Other data that librarians would like to find in national statistics are e. g. the ration of virtual vs. traditional users, and more indicators for e-resources.

**Why are not all libraries of the country participating and what can be done about it?**

In some countries the supply of the libraries’ data for the national statistic is optional. These data submission and with this participation in the national statistics should be compulsory for all libraries.

That not all public funding depend on collected data hinders the supply of data, as there is at the moment no need for these libraries to participate.

Another aspect that complicates the collection of data is that some libraries – e. g. research institutes and public sector special libraries – are a too heterogeneous group to find a common understanding what kind of data should be collected.

But even without these hindrances there is another important aspect to consider, as technical problems sometimes arise and make it difficult to add the library’s data to the national statistic.

**Results from the round table-discussion at the IFLA WLIC World Library and Information Congress – International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions 2019**

Also this second group of librarians sees problems that the supply of the libraries’ data for the national statistic often is not compulsory, and that there are no clear definitions of the indicators, making interpretation difficult. Furthermore the quality control of the data delivered by libraries is not good enough.

A new aspect is that not in all countries the data of the national statistics are available open access for everyone.

There are countries without national statistics at all. Here one who wants to find data e. g. for benchmarking has to search for different sources “all over the country”.

**3. Examples of national library statistics**

All in all there are or have been good national statistics, also good interpretation of the data and statistics that are well used, as the following examples show. But there are still some of the above mentioned problems.
The German National Library Statistic (DBS) (see figure 1) follows the definitions of the ISO Standard 2789\textsuperscript{iii}, but the participation is optional and the quality control is insufficient. Also you need to know the DBS-ID to find the data of a special library directly. But unlike the handling in some other countries the DBS is available open access for everyone.

There has been – it unfortunately stopped a few years ago – a data poster (see figure 2) which summarized the most important data out of the DBS and offered well-chosen charts and diagrams that made it easy to get a lot of information about public, academic as well as special libraries at one glance.

\textbf{Figure 1 The German National Library Statistic (Source: https://www.bibliotheksstatistik.de/)}
Figure 2 Data poster for the DBS (source: https://service-wiki.hbz-nrw.de/display/DBS/Datenposter%2C+BJ+2007++2015)
In Norway for example, the National Library of Norway collects data from school, public and academic libraries. The data are aggregated before being published at the National Library webpage and at Statistics Norway, but it is possible to access the “raw data” – the data that has been submitted by the libraries in a five-year time span, separately for each library type. Unfortunately, not all libraries are submitting good quality data. The lack of comparable data is also influenced by the fact that Norwegian public libraries are small (half of them have less than two members of staff in 2018). This obviously influences the statistical accuracy and interest, and it will be interesting to see if the widespread mergers of public libraries that follow the reorganisation of municipalities and regions in Norway will help. Also, the national library statistics for public libraries are said to move from the municipality statistics given for financial statistics to Statistics Norway. In addition, the National Library of Norway promised to implement a better and more intuitive statistic tool.

Also for example in South Africa “[t]here seems to be consensus among academic libraries […] that statistics have to be collected and made available nationally.”iv “In south Africa, ever since its inception, CHELSA recognised the need for and potential usefulness of a common set of standards that should guide libraries in the quantitative and qualitative assessment of their services.”v Here the focus is not only on quantitative but also on qualitative data, as was brought up as a wish in the above mentioned workshop. At 2015 “work [was] […] in progress to develop and sustain a national library database for university libraries for The Committee of Higher Education Libraries of South Africa (CHELSA).”vi

And – as another example – there has been a Russian National Standard developed that “[…] creates conditions not only for drawing comparisons but also for accurate analysis to be used in planning, accounting, and forecasting.”vii The idea of the developers of this standard was that it can be used “[…] in all types of library, independent of institutional affiliation, legal position (whether the library is a separate legal entity or another legal entity), or the organization compiling the information.”viii The “unified indicators and units of calculation will promote uniformity in the primary statistical data submitted.”ix As can be seen, in this example of a national library statistic standard one goal was the definition of unified indicators. The missing of clear definitions of indicators was one of the aspects that have been criticized by the participants of the workshop as well as the round table.

4. Conclusions

National library statistics are needed and wished for and should made available open access for everyone. The delivering of data should be compulsory for all libraries and the indicators should be clearly defined so that no interpretation is needed or possible. Next to quantitative data qualitative data is needed and also an analyzation of the data and an interpretation of indicators. As there is often a delay in getting current statistics, these should be published as fast as possible.
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